Your Guide to HPE Nimble Storage
Design. Implementation. Deployment. Value.
You Need:
• S torage that is reliable and fast
• P roven failover capabilities that ensure
standby systems will handle the load if
the primary system goes down
• S ystems that can access multiple
backups if the primary source is
ransacked by ransomware or another
type of attack or breach
•A
 strategy for storage scale as data
volumes increase and decrease
according to business needs
•C
 ost-effective strategies and
technology that provide
consistent ROI

HPE Nimble Storage Offers:
•H
 PE InfoSight Predictive Analytics,
which delivers 99.9999 percent
availability and resolves 86 percent of
problems before you are even aware
of an issue1
•G
 reater storage density
• S torage compression
•M
 inimal power usage
• L onger lifespans than HDDs
•M
 arkedly better performance and
bandwidth capabilities
•D
 eduplication features
• I ntegration with the entire
IT infrastructure

The sensitivity of corporate data coupled with its accessibility is the minefield
IT managers must traverse to best serve their company and employees.
Finding the safest pathway is critical to maintaining data integrity while
allowing business to run as usual.
At ePlus, we are your guide, helping you maximize your storage options
to access the data backups you need to run your business efficiently, with
increased capacity and fast restore times that make your backup data work
for you.

Maximize Your Storage Investment
The key to storage success is learning how to do it smart. HPE Nimble
Storage, powered by Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, offers comprehensive
flash-based storage solutions with predictive analytics, quick uptime, and
greater data reliability. With ePlus as your solutions provider partner, you get
these comprehensive storage tools with predictive flash offerings that offer
instant access to stored data.

Stay Nimble in Today’s Marketplace
The speed of business dictates that data be reliable and accessible. At ePlus,
we proudly offer HPE Nimble Storage to help you choose the best storage
solutions to keep your business running at top speed. Our HPE Nimble
Storage solutions include:
•H
 PE Nimble Storage All Flash Arrays: Built for speed and targeted at high
performance and/or latency-sensitive workloads
•H
 PE Nimble Storage Adaptive Flash Arrays: High-performance flash with
cost-efficient disk drives to achieve optimal price/performance
•H
 PE Nimble Storage Secondary Flash Arrays: Simply and efficiently
handle tasks like Veeam backups and disaster recovery with flashoptimized performance

Get Better Flash Solutions with ePlus
ePlus offers a comprehensive, leading-edge storage portfolio,
including HPE Nimble Storage, powered by Intel® Xeon®
Scalable processors, which feature the following benefits:2
• Up to 65 percent faster and twice the scalability of previous
HPE Nimble Storage All Flash Arrays
• HPE Store More Guarantee delivers more effective capacity
per terabyte of raw flash than competitive all-flash arrays
• Future-proofed for NVMe and SCM

Solutions from ePlus ensure that your storage performs at top
speed and optimization for your network needs. With ePlus,
you get:
• Storage consolidation without compromising service levels of
applications and workloads
• Performance and capacity efficiency
• Seamless scalability
• Integrated data protection
• Proactive wellness
• World-class service

HPE Nimble Flash Storage arrays offer:2
•8
 6 percent of issues are automatically predicted and resolved
•5
 4 percent of the resolved problems are outside of storage
•9
 9.9999 percent guaranteed availability is offered across the installed base

Why ePlus?
At ePlus, a Hewett Packard Enterprise Platinum Partner, we engineer transformative
technology solutions for the most visionary companies in the world. With expertise built
upon the hard-won experience of our master architects, engineers, and consultants, we
see our clients’ horizons and craft sustainable IT roadmaps to get them there. Then we
make it happen.

Let’s Get Started!
Email: hpenimble@eplus.com

Call: 888-482-1122
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